
MROS233
MediaRange Ergonomic 6-button wireless optical mouse for left-
handers, black

MediaRange ergonomic input devices are ideal for all applications in the office or at home. Our
ergonomically shaped, optical 6-button mouse can be connected quickly and easily via USB
connection and, thanks to Plug & Play, is compatible with all common operating systems and
ready for immediate use. The vertical shape of the mouse ensures that you bring your forearm
and wrist into a natural position. This position relaxes the muscles in your hand, forearm and
furthermore in the shoulder girdle. Thanks to the comfortable thumb rest and the generous
thumb recess, you always have a comfortable grip position.
Especially when working long hours in the office or at home, the relief provided by an ergonomic
mouse pays off.
You can prevent or reduce pain in the wrist, elbow and shoulder joint and their muscles.

The following diseases can be prevented by holding the hand vertically:

-carpal tunnel syndrome
-Epikondylitis radialis humeri
-Hardening in the shoulder and neck region





FEATURES

Model: Ergonomic 6-button wireless optical mouse; for left-handers
Resolution: 1000, 1200 and 1600 dpi
Connection: USB 2.0 2.4 GHz Nano dongle; up to 10m transmitting distance
Rating USB Nano dongle: DC 5V; USB bus-powered
Rating wireless mouse: 3.0V - 15mA; 2x Micro 1.5V batteries required; not included to
delivery
5 buttons incl. Scroll wheel; with power switch
Compatible with Windows, Mac and Linux; Plug & Play
Sensor, resolution and responsiveness: Optical sensor with 1000, 1200, 1600 dpi; adjustable
via DPI switch button; max. acceleration: 10G; max. speed: 30 IPS; USB report rate: 125Hz  
Durability: Mouse buttons (left/right) more than 3.000.000 clicks
Color: black
Dimensions: 125 x 65 x 800mm
Weight: ± 86g (without batteries)

APPLICATIONS

for connecting to a computer or laptop
perfect for office and home

User manual | Warranty conditions | Operating- and safety instructions:

Please download the user manual, warranty conditions and operating- and safety instructions for MediaRange ergonomic 6-button wireless

optical mouse, black (Item no.: MROS233) here. The full text of the declaration of conformity can be dowloaded here.

EAN Code Piece:4260664870456

EAN Code Carton:4260664870463
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